FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
SEPT 14th, 2020
PERATON TO BE PLATINUM SPONSOR OF #UC20REMOTE
OTTAWA: Unmanned Systems Canada / Systèmes Télécommandés Canada is
pleased to announce that Peraton has signed on as the premiere sponsor for this fall’s
global conference and exhibition.
#UC20Remote will be a virtual gathering, bringing together experts in the unmanned
sphere from around the world. The new format will provide an exceptional conference
experience with access to all the keynotes and speakers online and on the device of
your choice.
“We’re thrilled to have Peraton on board as our Platinum Sponsor,” says Declan
Sweeney, USC-STC’s Executive Director. “The support from Peraton will help ensure
#UC20Remote will be the kind of high-end, high-value event that attendees have come
to expect.”
Taking place around the same time as the physical conference, USC-STC’s online
schedule will be November 3 - 6th, 2020, adding a day to handle the expanded content
and shorter hours each day.
“We’re proud to support Canada’s unmanned sector as the Platinum Sponsor for this
event,” said Greg Nelson, Director, Peraton Canada. “USC-STC is the voice of this
rapidly evolving sector, and we are pleased to have the opportunity to partner with
UC20Remote and spotlight the growth and opportunities in the industry.”
USC-STC will also provide a platform to showcase project SkySensus, Peraton’s
research and development project to advance the use of Beyond Visual Line of Sight
(BVLOS) – a critical component of the unmanned commercial and defence applications
of UAS technology. The objective of project SkySensus is to drive advancements and
innovation of unmanned systems operations, big data analytics, airworthiness
standards and training. It brings together Alberta-based small businesses; Canadian

UAVs (Detect and Avoid Technology), AERIUM Analytics (Data Analytics and
Automation), and Foremost UAS Range (Regulatory Compliance, Test and Evaluation).
For 18 years, USC-STC has mounted an annual Conference and Exhibition for the
unmanned industry in Canada. The gathering brings together manufacturers,
operators, regulators, academics and more to discuss the latest trends and research.
Due to COVID-19, the decision was made for the 2020 gathering to be virtual.
“With the support of Peraton, we’re looking forward to this being a milestone event in
USC-STC’s history,” says ED Sweeney. “We could not have hoped for a more
committed partner, and we’re grateful for Peraton’s participation.”
About USC-STC
Unmanned Systems Canada / Systèmes Télécommandés Canada is the national
industry association representing entrepreneurs, businesses, student academia,
industry, and government organizations working in the aerial, ground and marine
remotely-piloted and unmanned vehicle systems sector.
About Peraton
Peraton supports innovative next-generation cooperative military advancement to the
defence and aerospace industry. As a trusted partner to Canada’s defence community,
Peraton supplies world-class mission sustainment solutions through its In-Service
Support and Integrated Logistics Support capabilities. For more than 35 years, Peraton
has been a dedicated partner to the Canadian Armed Forces and is Canada’s only
prime contractor for the sustainment of avionics systems, electronic warfare, and
automated test equipment on a fighter platform. Headquartered in Herndon, VA and
employing over 3,500 personnel worldwide, Peraton is a trusted provider of highly
differentiated space, intelligence, cyber, defence, homeland security, and
communications capabilities. Visit www.peraton.ca to learn more.
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